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The “meat” and essence of each main story 

appearing on the Marcellus Drilling News 

(MarcellusDrilling.com) website during the 

previous week. Read this, and you will have the gist 

of an entire week’s worth of news for those with an 

interest in what happens in the upstream, 

midstream and downstream in the Marcellus and 

Utica Shale region. Click on the “full post” links to 

read the entire post. 
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MONDAY - Mar. 25, 2019 
 

Work Restarts at 8-Year Dormant Youngstown, 

OH Injection Well (full post) 
 

A wastewater injection well that was drilled some eight years ago           

but never opened for business near Youngstown, OH is once          

again seeing construction activity–in preparation to bring the        

well online. Although the Northstar Collins #6 well was drilled          

years ago, the original permit to operate it is expired. The Ohio            

Dept. of Natural Resources (ODNR) says they are talking with          

the owners and expect a new permit application to be filed any            

time now. Remember the name Ben Lupo and D&L Energy? This           

was one of their injection wells. In the closing hours of 2011, a             

magnitude 4.0 earthquake shook the Youngstown, OH area. It         

was later determined the quake was caused by an injection well           

owned by D&L Energy. Then-Gov. John Kasich ordered a         

moratorium on all injection wells within five miles of the D&L           

injection well. (Note: The Collins #6 well is outside of that zone            

but did not open for other reasons, below.) D&L’s owner was Ben            

Lupo, who also owned sister company Hardrock Excavating,        

operating both companies under the D&L Energy Group        

umbrella. Given his injection wells were not operating, in         

September 2012, Lupo instructed a Hardrock employee to dump         

untreated frack wastewater down a sewer drain that emptied into          

the Mahoning River. The illegal dumping was discovered in early          

2013. The Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources (ODNR) promptly         

shut down both D&L Energy and Hardrock in February 2013.          

Both Lupo and the driver received prison sentences and fines for           

their role in that ignominious affair. Aside from the permanently          

shuttered D&L injection well that caused the earthquake, the         

company had drilled at least two other injection wells–Northstar         

Collins #6 and (in another location) Northstar Lucky #4. Neither          

of the drilled wells began operations because of the series of           

actions that shut down D&L. D&L filed for bankruptcy and sold           

its assets in late 2013. The buyer of those assets, Denver-based           

Resource Land Holdings LLC, “expressed interest in operating        

the well in the future” and began work at the site to reopen the              

well in July 2016. Resource, operating under the subsidiary name          

of Bobcat Energy, opened the Northstar Lucky #4 well in          

September 2016. And now, Bobcat plans to open Collins #6,          

judging from all the construction activity and ODNR’s        

statements. 

 

M-U Transload Facility in OH Getting Gas-Fired 

Power Plant 2021 (full post) 
 

In January 2018 MDN brought you news from the new owners of            

what is now called the Long Ridge Energy Terminal in Monroe           

County, OH (transloading facility) that they were moving        

forward “quickly” with plans to build a 485-megawatt Utica         

gas-fired electric plant. The plan was to have it online and           

running in 2020. That’s now been pushed back to late 2021. In            

2014 MDN told you that the former Ormet aluminum plant in           

Hannibal (Monroe County), OH had been purchased out of         

bankruptcy by Niagara Worldwide and turned into the Center         

Port Transload Facility, with an emphasis on providing services         

for the Marcellus/Utica industry. Materials for drilling and        

fracking come into the facility via barge and railroad, and get           

loaded onto trucks (and rail) for redistribution. In April 2017, we           

brought you news about plans to build a 485-megawatt Utica          

gas-fired electric plant at the Center Port facility. A lot has           

happened since that time. Most of the facility (not all) changed           

hands again, selling to Fortress Transportation and       

Infrastructure for $30 million in June 2017. What was called          

Center Port Terminal was renamed to Long Ridge Energy         

Terminal. The new owners, Fortress, reiterated the plan to build          

a Utica gas-fired power plant, which at the time (in Jan. 2018)            

they called the Hannibal Port Power Project. The power plant          

was supposed to be operational by 2020. We’ve had yet another           

name change, this time for the power plant project. What was the            

Hannibal Port Port Power Project is now called the Long Ridge           

Energy Generation Project. According to a press release from         

Fortress, the power plant project is now a 100% go. Fortress           

reports acquiring the $588 million needed to finance the project.          

And General Electric has just announced it will supply it’s          

newest, most advanced gas turbine ever, to power it. 

 

Big Green Imports German Radicals to Fight 

Mountain Valley Pipe (full post) 
 

It’s bad enough that small groups of our own citizens are stupid            

enough to oppose safe natural gas pipelines–because they        

irrationally hate fossil fuels. But when they use Big Green money           

to import radical activists from other countries, like        

Germany–that crosses a line. Appalachians Against Pipelines and        

several other fringe groups invited anarchists from Germany’s        

Ende Gelande to attend several meetings to teach our         

homegrown econuts how to illegally block legal projects, like         

Mountain Valley Pipeline. There is no other word for the type of            

so-called “mass civil disobedience” espoused by Ende Gelande        

than anarchy. If you don’t like something, you take the law into            

your own hands and force others to obey your will–by force. The            

end of that road is everybody grabbing guns and each          

man/woman implements their own version of justice. Is that         

really the society Appalachians Against Pipelines wants?       

Ecofascism? Note to the Trump Administration: You need to find          

and ship the Ende Gelande radicals back home, pronto. They are           

here to foment civil unrest. Their presence here is that of a            

foreign country directly interfering with (colluding with) some of         

our own citizens to try and block a legal project from getting            

built. Mark their visas with a permanent “no entry allowed” in           

the U.S. They have no rights here–they are not citizens. We find            

it offensive that people from Ende Gelande presume to come          

here and lecture our people how to engage in illegal activities.           

But that’s not the end of the story. Ask yourself, where do these             

econuts get the money to hop on a fossil-fuel powered jetliner to            

come here and instruct our (really dull) econuts in mass civil           

unrest techniques against fossil fuels? Answer: The Rockefeller        

family. 

 

Gov. Wolf’s Campaign of Lies re Severance Tax 

Continues in Philly (full post) 
 

How many times will Pennsyvlania voters (voters in general         

across the U.S.) continue to fall for the same old Democrat lies?            

“All it takes is more money. We’re almost there. Raise XYZ taxes            

[like a new 4.5% “severance” tax in PA] and we’ll have it. That             

will cure [fill in the blank]…lead problems in schools, hunger,          

heck, it might even cure cancer!” That’s the line of bull being fed             

by PA Gov. Wolf to (really stupid and gullible) Pennsylvanians          

about the need for a Marcellus-killing severance tax. Wolf         

traveled to an elementary school in South Philly with the          

message that only a severance tax stands in the way of cleaning            

up lead paint problems that are poisoning the little kiddies at the            

school. To which we shout: YOU’VE KNOWN THERE’S LEAD         

PAINT IN THAT SCHOOL FOR HOW LONG AND HAVE DONE          

NOTHING TO FIX IT? We find that criminal! Why do you need            

to wait for a severance tax to the fix the issue? Kids are being              

“harmed” RIGHT NOW. FIX IT NOW! You don’t need to wait for            

a so-called severance tax! Find the money, somewhere, to help          

these kids. How dare you use their health–even a single day of            

their health–as leverage in a political battle to soak one          
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particular industry? It’s criminal. And yet, that’s the PA         

Democrat Party under Tom Wolf. Only a severance tax can fix           

the problem, and if there’s no severance tax, well, those poor kids            

in South Philly will just go right on being poisoned by lead paint             

in their “crumbling” school. If the health of those kids is indeed            

at stake, we propose Wolf and the PA legislature assess a tax on             

themselves–their salaries–to raise the necessary $100 million       

needed to fix the lead paint issue in Philly schools. What’s that?            

Crazy talk? How is it any crazier to target one particular group            

(like politicians) than another group (like Marcellus drillers)?        

How is “fair”–in any sense of the word–to target a single industry            

and promise by taxing that industry a host of societal ills can be             

remedied? 

 

ME2 Pipe Construction Thru Girl’s Softball Field – 

How Dare They! (full post) 
 

You can “hear” the indignation in the Philadelphia Inquirer         

article. Mariner East 2 (ME2) Pipeline, which (according to         

antis) shouldn’t be allowed to continue their construction        

activities, is not only continuing said activities in Chester County,          

PA, ME2 is going to put a pipeline right through the middle of a              

(gasp) girl’s softball field! When the season is just about to begin.            

HOW DARE THEY?! MDN editor Jim Willis has a great-niece          

who plays competitive softball for a team near Scranton. He          

knows how seriously the kids, and their parents, are about these           

teams. We’re not belittling a wholesome activity like girl’s         

softball. But come on! ME2 will build through a Little League           

field (not even high school!), and it’s like, the end of the world.             

These kids lives will be shattered. Forever changed. Have we          

really become this fragile as a society? Nobody can think of an            

alternative, like “Use the softball field down the road at the local            

church for a few months instead?” Are we *that* far gone?           

Energy Transfer, builder of ME2, has said they’ll find an          

alternative location and once they are done building, the girls will           

have a brand new softball field second to none at the original            

location. Yet the “adults” are squealing like the little girls they           

coach because they don’t want to be inconvenienced for a few           

months. 

 

Liens Filed Against W NY Landowners re Wind 

Turbines (full post) 
 

Here’s a story we found interesting–about landowners in western         

New York who had leased their land for a wind farm. The            

company that owns the wind farm had a dispute with a           

contractor helping to build it, and the contractor sued–the         

landowners! Sound familiar? This same sort of thing happened         

late last year when United Piping filed paperwork to collect          

money from landowners in the Philadelphia area over work done          

on the Mariner East 2 (ME2) pipeline. What are called          

“mechanic’s liens” were filed liens against the property of three          

landowners near Philadelphia because the ME2 contractor they        

worked for, Welded Construction, had declared bankruptcy and        

couldn’t pay them. United figured they would extract their pound          

of flesh from landowners if they couldn’t get the vendor to pay            

them, which, as we said at the time, is outrageous and wrong. A             

day after that story broke, the companies involved (namely         

Energy Transfer, on behalf of Sunoco Logistics) got it resolved.          

Our point in bringing you this new story about the same sort of             

thing happening with a wind farm is to illustrate the point that            

wind and solar projects are not perfect. In fact, no energy source            

or project is perfect–anywhere. The same stupid things that         

happen in gas drilling happen with renewables too. Although         

we’re no fans of big, noisy, bat-and-bird-killing windmill farms,         

we are just as incensed for the landowners in western NY going            

through this now as we were for the landowners near Philly last            

year. Ultimately the filing of a mechanic’s lien is a political play,            

meant to pressure and humiliate the company building the         

project. In the case of ME2 near Philly, and in this case in             

western NY, there is a dispute about the work done or not done,             

what is owed and not owed. The main builder withholds money,           

and the contractor (or subcontractor) uses liens as a way of           

shaming payment, forcing the other party back to the table.          

Landowners are the collateral damage caught in the middle. They          

won’t end up paying anything, but in the interim, they are forced            

into a high stress situation–hiring a lawyer, worried about their          

future and their kids’ future. “What if?” scenarios playing         

through their heads. Sleepless nights. This is a really sleazy tactic           

on the part of companies that file the liens. Shame on them. And             

shame on the sleazola lawyers that do it on their behalf. Low            

lifes. 

 

Proof that CO2 is Not Causing Catastrophic 

“Climate Change” (full post) 
 

The frustrating aspect of being a natural gas (i.e. fossil fuel)           

supporter is the battle against this cancerous, erroneous and         

entrenched belief that mankind, via burning fossil fuels and         

releasing carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere, is causing a          

catastrophic warming of the earth. Such warming from fossil         

fuels doesn’t exist–at least not on a catastrophic level. Yet to say            

so immediately marks one as a quack. No amount of reasoning           

and proof is enough for “climate change” true believers. After all,           

“Every scientist knows climate change is real.” It’s indisputable.         

Right? We offer the following comments by one renown scientist          

into evidence, in hopes of convincing those with an open mind to            

consider the alternative. Below is a column written by Dr. David           

Legates, Professor of Climatology at the University of Delaware,         

former Delaware State Climatologist, and author of numerous        

peer-reviewed articles on meteorology, climate change, and       

human influence on climate. Legates does believe humans are         

affecting our climate, but he completely obliterates the concept         

that a doubling of CO2 in the atmosphere has or is causing a             

catastrophic, life-threatening warm-up to occur. In fact, CO2 is         

NOT the #1 greenhouse gas that causes warming. Know what is?           

Water vapor! Legates opens his piece by pointing out something          

we’ve long said: the very phrase “climate change” is idiotic. Of           

course the climate changes–it does so by definition! Mankind,         

animals, sunspots–all activity has some bearing on how our         

climate changes. The climate has always changed, and it always          

will. The key issue is the theory that by burning and releasing an             

abundance of CO2 into the atmosphere (doubling the amount of          

CO2 in our atmosphere) we will create such an increase in           

temperatures that life on earth will be threatened. That’s the core           

issue and what we mean by the “climate change” debate. It is that             

issue, that CO2 is causing temps to rise, that Dr. Legates so richly             

debunks. 

 

TUESDAY - Mar. 26, 2019 
 

EQT CEO McNally Says Company Becoming “Free 

Cash Flow Machine” (full post) 
 

The proxy war between Toby and Derek Rice and current          

management at EQT continues. It’s now turned into a press          

release war. Every few days one or the other (or both) sides issue             

press releases to try and convince shareholders *their* side is the           

winning/righteous/justified side in this war. Yesterday EQT fired        

off another round by issuing a press release to announce the           

release of a new PowerPoint slide deck. Yes, you read that right.            

Most companies simply post the most recent slide deck (from          

whatever latest investor conference they attended) to the website         
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under the investor relations area and let it go at that. But now,             

with every move by both sides scrutinized in this ongoing proxy           

war to win (or retain) control of EQT, even publishing a new slide             

deck is something that deserves an expensive Businesswire press         

release to call attention to it. We have both the press release            

announcing the latest slide deck, and a copy of the slide deck            

(used at yesterday’s Scotia Howard Weil Annual Energy        

Conference), below. And what a slide deck it is! More charts and            

graphs, bolder colors, prettier pictures…EQT spared no expense        

in the graphics department this time around. EQT president and          

CEO Rob McNally says in the press release that management is           

working hard to turn EQT into a “free cash flow machine.” 

 

Another Pipe Builder Plays Dirty – Liens on 

Lancaster Landowners (full post) 
 

This stuff makes us angry. Just yesterday we told you about a            

contractor using the sleazy tactic of filing “mechanic’s liens”         

against landowners in western New York State because of a          

payment dispute with the company building a wind farm on their           

property. Last year a contractor working on the Mariner East 2           

Pipeline tried the same stunt. And now it’s happened again–this          

time to landowners in Lancaster County, PA whose property is          

crossed by Williams’ Atlantic Sunrise Pipeline. The company        

using this sleazy tactic against Lancaster landowners is        

MacAllister Machinery Co. Inc. of Michigan. MDN previously        

wandered into this mine field, the debate over Welded not paying           

its subcontractors. In February we took Williams to task for the           

fact many of the subcontractors that did work for their contractor           

Welded Construction had still not been paid for work done on           

the Atlantic Sunrise Pipeline project. As we came to learn, there’s           

far more to the story, including details on how those          

subcontractors *can* get their money, including MacAllister.       

According to press reports (previously reported on MDN), last         

October Welded Construction, a pipeline construction contractor       

headquartered in Perrysburg, OH, filed for Chapter 11        

bankruptcy protection saying they did so because Williams        

refused to pay them $23.5 million for work completed on          

Atlantic Sunrise Pipeline, and that refusal/dispute leaked out        

into the marketplace and created a “liquidity crisis” (crisis of          

confidence) with other Welded customers and their projects.        

LancasterOnline said some 77 subcontractors had, as of a month          

ago, still not been paid for their work on Atlantic Sunrise           

performed in Lancaster and surrounding counties. We found that         

untenable and chided Williams for the situation. We then spoke          

to a knowledgeable source and got a fuller understanding of the           

situation. There’s always two sides to every story, right? When          

Williams awarded the project to Welded, they agreed to pay          

Welded on a monthly basis in advance. Welded received money          

at the beginning of each month before they performed work.          

Then, because things never go 100% according to plan on a big            

project like Atlantic Sunrise, Williams would pay overruns at the          

end of each month if the monthly advance hadn’t covered all the            

costs and labor. As the project progressed, Williams believed         

they were finding discrepancies in Welded’s billings, and they         

conducted an audit. The audit showed Williams had been         

overpaying for items that should have already been covered, so          

Williams withheld some of the money it felt it had overpaid           

Welded over the course of the project. That withholding resulted          

in the $23.5 million dispute that got a lot of press attention. The             

point is that Welded was given enough money to pay their           

subcontractors each month–but didn’t. What did they do with         

that money? Setting aside the Welded said/Williams said        

controversy, how do Welded’s subcontractors get paid now with         

Welded in bankruptcy? When Williams strikes a deal with a          

contractor like Welded, they require the contractor to put up a           

bond in advance. In this case Williams required Welded to post a            

$450 million bond to cover this kind of unfortunate         

circumstance. There is a process for filing a claim against that           

bond. Many of the affected Lancaster subcontractors have        

already done so. Williams wants all of them to do it. We don’t             

know how long it will take, but we do know that some            

subcontractor claims have already been paid. Subcontractors       

who file a legitimate claim will get paid what they are owed. Our             

point: There is NO REASON for MacAllister to use the dirty trick            

of filing mechanic’s liens against landowners, some of whom         

didn’t even want Atlantic Sunrise crossing their property in the          

first place! NO REASON for those liens. Any money that          

MacAllister is owed can be filed for and recovered. In case           

anyone from MacAllister (or any other unpaid contractor) is         

reading this, contact Williams directly at atlanticsunrise@       

williams.com to learn how to file and get paid. And quit using            

landowners as pawns! 

 

Duke Energy Making “Plan B” if Atlantic Coast 

Pipe Doesn’t Happen (full post) 
 

When we spotted a headline about Duke Energy, joint venture          

partner with Dominion Energy in the 600-mile Atlantic Coast         

Pipeline (ACP) project, investigating “Plan B” for what to do if           

ACP doesn’t get built, we thought, “Oh oh. This is a sure sign the              

project is in trouble and the principles are giving up.” But we            

should have known–it’s Bloomberg! It’s Biased news with a         

capital B. And sure enough, as we read what was actually said by             

Duke Energy CEO Lynn Good in her interview with Bloomberg,          

we saw that the article headline was totally misleading. Typical.          

Good is still 100% committed to the ACP project and wants it            

completed. However, when ACP gets completed may be an issue          

for Duke, given the current court delays (brought about by          

radical anti-fossil fuel groups). If the delays go on long enough,           

some Duke customers in the southeastern U.S. are going to be           

short on natural gas. So Good is considering a backup plan to            

meet increasing gas demand until ACP can be brought online.          

What is Plan B to cover gas supplies until ACP can be brought             

online? Good mentions a pipleine that would run from eastern to           

western North Carolina. We have no idea if that pipeline is           

already in place and would be repurposed, or if a new pipeline            

needs to get built. 

 

Marcellus LNG Exports to Puerto Rico Up & 

Running by August?! (full post) 
 

New Fortress Energy is building an $800 million LNG export          

plant in rural northeastern Pennsylvania. The plant will send the          

LNG to the Philly area via truck (eventually rail) and then it onto             

ships somewhere along the Delaware River. The LNG (some of it)           

will then get shipped all the way to Puerto Rico where it will be              

used to power electric generating plants. New Fortress recently         

signed a deal with the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority.          

PREPA operates a combined cycle electric generating plant in         

San Juan, Puerto Rico. They are converting two of the units in            

that plant to burn natural gas–our natural gas, from         

northeastern PA. New Fortress not only owns the LNG export          

plant in northeastern PA, they also own the import facility in           

Puerto Rico that will accept and truck the LNG to the electric            

plant and to other customers (“microgrids”). New Fortress        

recently held a ground-breaking ceremony in San Juan at the          

import facility now under construction. We also found a press          

release from the PR government announcing work has already         

begun on converting the first electric generating plant. The press          

release gives us the first solid insight into the timing of when all             

of the pieces must fit together. It is a FAST schedule! According            

to the release, “NF Energía [New Fortress Energy] will ensure          

compliance with the work schedule to have the units converted          
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and gasified between the July and August 2019 period.” Yikes! In           

4-5 months from now the electric generating plants will be          

converted in PR, and should be using natural gas as their power            

source. Meaning (a) the Wyalusing, PA plant will need to be built            

and online at that point, (b) the U.S. export facility (not yet            

identified) where the ships will sail from will need to be online            

and functioning by that point, and (c) the PR import facility will            

need to be built and functioning by that point. That is a LOT of              

moving parts, a lot to accomplish in the next few months.           

IMPORTANT UPDATE: We thought, as we were writing the         

above, that something is “off” about the timing. You just can’t           

build an $800 million liquefaction plant in a few months. We           

received a note from someone in the know who says New           

Fortress is on track to build that plant, in northeastern PA, by            

2021. NOT by this summer! We connected dots you can’t          

connect–that the PR electric plants will be running on gas this           

summer, ergo the LNG plant will be up and running by then.            

Ain’t gonna happen. More likely New Fortress will find an          

alternative source for the gas going to PR initially, until the PA            

plant is up and running. 

 

Radicals Turn Up Heat on Weak Cuomo to Reject 

Williams Bay Pipe (full post) 
 

Andrew Cuomo, contrary to the picture he attempts to paint for           

gullible voters and the even more gullible mainstream news         

reporters, is a very weak “leader.” In what has become an           

identifiable pattern, when Cuomo is put under pressure by the          

fringe left environmental lobby, he folds to that pressure like a           

cheap suit. Totally gives in and accedes to whatever weird          

demands they make–like no new gas pipelines. Even when it          

economically hurts the state. The radicals are at it again,          

demanding that Andy reject a pipeline along the bottom of the           

Raritan Bay offshore from Long Island. But this time Andy is           

facing a Catch-22. The pattern began three years when Cuomo          

rejected Williams’ Constitution Pipeline, a $683 million,       

124-mile pipeline from Susquehanna County, PA to Schoharie        

County, NY to move Marcellus gas into New York State and from            

there, to New York City and New England. That fight is still not             

ultimately over, but we already see the results of the delay.           

Consolidated Edison has slapped a moratorium on new natural         

gas customers in Westchester County (northern suburb of NYC),         

due to lack of gas supplies. If Constitution had been built, the            

Westchester moratorium would not have happened. It’s that        

simple. Economic and political leaders in Westchester are now in          

a panic. Major new construction projects in the region are on           

hold, indefinitely, because they want to use natural gas. Cuomo          

and his lackeys tried to bribe Westchester with the promise of           

$250 million to encourage businesses (and residents) to switch         

away from natgas. It didn’t work. People don’t want alternatives,          

they want natural gas. Another pipeline project, Williams’        

Northeast Supply Enhancement (NESE), is now close to a final          

approval by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. A        

variety of leftist groups have joined forces trying to defeat the           

project. There are a number of components to the project, but           

the key component, the heart of the project, is a new 23-mile            

pipeline from the shore of New Jersey into (on the bottom of) the             

Raritan Bay in NY territorial waters–running parallel to the         

existing Transco pipeline, before connecting to the Transco        

offshore. The project is meant to increase pipeline capacity and          

natural gas flows by another 400 million cubic feet per day           

(MMcf/d) heading into northeastern markets. Transco wants to        

provide more Marcellus natural gas to utility giant National Grid          

beginning with the 2019-2020 heating season. National Grid        

operates in New York City, Long Island, Rhode Island and          

Massachusetts. National Grid has warned New York that if they          

don’t get new gas supplies from NESE, they will slap a           

moratorium on new natgas customers in the New York metro          

area the same way Consolidated Edison did in Westchester         

County. National Grid said without NESE, new customers in         

Queens and Brooklyn will be rejected, including the $1 billion          

complex in Queens that’s supposed to be the new home of the            

New York Islanders NHL hockey team. And there is Cuomo’s          

Catch-22. We’ve already seen the end result of rejecting a          

pipeline–no new gas customers allowed in Westchester County.        

National Grid is promising the same thing, this time in NYC           

itself. Pretty soon all five boroughs will be under the moratorium.           

Cuomo’s choice is between his radical/fringe left base (a         

relatively small number of people) and the 8.6 million citizens of           

the five boroughs who voted for him. A recent article makes it            

clear that Cuomo’s leftist base is threatening him once again. 

 

Raymond James Says EIA Co-mingles FUCs with 

DUCs in Monthly Report (full post) 
 

If you’ve hung around MDN for long and read our posts on the             

U.S. Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) monthly      

Drilling Productivity Report (DPR), you’ve come across talk        

about DUCs–Drilled but UnCompleted wells. In all our time         

covering the Marcellus/Utica, we’ve never come across a        

variation on DUCs, called FUCs–Forgotten UnCompleted wells.       

We didn’t know the term existed! But it does. Analysts with           

investment firm Raymond James say the venerable EIA        

consistently gets it wrong in their monthly DPR when it comes to            

DUCs, which have increased dramatically over the past several         

years. How does EIA get it wrong? RJ says EIA co-mingles in            

FUCs with their DUCs. One might say EIA’s DUCs are…not          

accurate. 🙂 Did RJ just make up that name, Forgotten          

UnCompleted wells? Are there really such things as “forgotten”         

wells. And how on earth can you “forget” about well you drilled?!            

We located an article from November 2017, written by a          

consultant with BTU Analytics, that tackles the topic of DUCs          

that age out, or get too old, and will likely never get completed.             

For us the BTU article sheds light on RJ’s contention that there            

are possibly has many as 2,000 DUCs in EIA’s monthly numbers           

that will never get completed. BTU asks and attempts to answer           

the question, Do DUCs have a shelf-life? 

 

IEA Report: NatGas Became World’s “Fuel of 

Choice” in 2018 (full post) 
 

The International Energy Agency has just released its latest         

assessment of global energy consumption and energy-related       

CO2 emissions for 2018. The “Global Energy & CO2 Status          

Report” (full copy below) provides a high-level and up-to-date         

view of energy markets, including latest available data for oil,          

natural gas, coal, wind, solar, nuclear power, electricity, and         

energy efficiency. The big winner in 2018 across Planet Earth?          

Natural gas. According to the report, natural gas emerged as the           

“fuel of choice,” posting the biggest gains and accounting for 45%           

of the rise in energy consumption. Gas demand growth was          

especially strong in the United States and China. Dr. Fatih Birol,           

IEA Executive Director, said, “Last year can also be considered          

another golden year for gas, which accounted for almost half the           

growth in global energy demand.” 

 

WEDNESDAY - Mar. 27, 2019 
 

Imported Steel for Shell Ethane Pipeline Shows 

Up at Philly Port (full post) 
 

All 97 miles of imported steel pipeline that will be used to            

construct Shell’s Falcon ethane pipeline project was offloaded at         
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a Philadelphia port last month (10,996 pipes!), and is now loaded           

on trucks and on the way to the Pittsburgh region (some may            

have already arrived). Last June, Shell reps said the Falcon          

ethane pipeline would get built this year. They were right. Falcon           

won’t actually flow ethane to the Shell cracker in Monaca until           

2020 at the earliest–because the cracker plant itself won’t go          

online until 2020 at the earliest. The Falcon pipeline project is           

interesting for a number of reasons, the chief reason (for us)           

being: Shell didn’t use eminent domain for a single foot of the            

97-mile, two-legged pipeline system. Shell negotiated with every        

landowner and got them to sign on the dotted line. Judging by            

the articles we’ve highlighted in the past, Shell paid landowners          

between $40-$75 per linear foot for a permanent easement. The          

Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental Protection conducted three       

public hearings on the project last year, and issued a final           

approval in December. The one aspect of the pipeline we had not            

been tracking is where the actual steel pipe will come from. We            

were a bit surprised to read that it has been imported, recently,            

and that the pipe is now on its way to western PA from a port in                

Philly (in eastern PA). We tried to track down where the steel            

came from. We couldn’t track down which country shipped the          

steel pipe, but we did locate the following article from last July            

talking about Shell’s request to the Trump Administration for an          

exemption from imported steel tariffs. Shell claimed there is no          

American manufacturer that makes the kind of stainless steel         

pipes they need for the Falcon pipeline. 

 

Sunoco Settles Out of Court re ME2 Class Action 

Lawsuit (full post) 
 

A lawsuit that began life a year ago, in March 2018, has finally             

been settled between suburbanite landowners near Philadelphia       

and Sunoco Logistics Partners over construction activities related        

to the Mariner East 2 (ME2) Pipeline project. Last March MDN           

told you that underground horizontal directional drilling (HDD)        

work in Chester County had led to a third sinkhole developing in            

that area. For most of its length, ME2 is being built right next to              

ME1 (Mariner East 1), a liquids pipeline originally built in 1931.           

The third sinkhole in Chester County exposed a portion of ME1,           

leading to the state Public Utility Commission temporarily        

shutting down ME1. Two residents living near the sinkholes in          

Chester County filed a class action lawsuit against Sunoco last          

March, claiming the company was negligent for using a drilling          

technique (HDD) not suitable for the geology in the area. The           

lawsuit was just, now a year later, settled out of court. Details of             

the settlement are sealed and won’t be made public. 

 

PA House Bill to Make DRBC Pay Big Bucks for 

Drilling Ban Advances (full post) 
 

Pennsylvania House Bill (HB) 827, which would make a         

permanent frack ban by the Delaware River Basin Commission         

(if adopted) a government “taking” or seizure of a citizens’          

property liable for compensation, passed the House       

Environmental Resources and Energy Committee yesterday with       

a bipartisan vote of 16-9. Under existing law, if the government           

takes a citizen’s property under eminent domain, that citizen is          

owed money from the government entity seizing the property.         

There is no way on God’s green earth the DRBC would/could           

have enough money to pay all of the landowners it’s shafting with            

a frack ban. Such a situation would bankrupt the DRBC. The           

intent of these bills is to make the DRBC back down. According            

to the bill’s sponsor, PA Rep. Jon Fritz, if the bill becomes law             

and if the DRBC continues with its misguided attempt to ban           

fracking, the *minimum* value they will need to pay out is $10            

billion! The number could go as high as a staggering $52 billion!!            

HB 827 is the House version of a bill introduced earlier this year             

in the PA Senate by Sen. Lisa Baker, Senate Bill (SB) 305–known            

as the “Delaware River Basin Commission Eminent Domain        

Activity Act.” There’s still a long way to go before it becomes law.             

The full House needs to vote on HB 827, and the Senate needs to              

move SB 305 along to a full vote as well. And then there’s leftist              

Gov. Tom Wolf, who likely will veto if it makes it to his desk. We               

need a veto-proof majority to ensure passage. Still, let’s bask in           

the glow of this small victory, on the way to a larger victory. 

 

Another $3M in PA Grants to Fund 3 Local 

Marcellus Pipelines (full post) 
 

Another $3 million in taxpayer-funded grants have just been         

handed out to three different local pipeline projects under         

Pennsylvania’s Pipeline Investment Program, or PIPE. Two of        

the projects are in northeastern PA, and the other in the Lehigh            

Valley area. The PIPE program helps fund construction of         

natural gas pipelines to manufacturers, hospitals and schools to         

provide clean-burning, abundant, cheap and home-grown      

Marcellus Shale gas to those organizations. We’ve written about a          

number of the PIPE grant projects in the past. Like previous           

PIPE grants, these new grants cover only part of the cost of            

building new natgas pipelines. Private companies shoulder the        

rest of the cost. In general we’re not in favor of corporate welfare,             

which is what these grants are (let’s just be honest). However,           

PIPE grants are a pretty mild case. We can think of worse ways to              

blow taxpayer’s money. Essentially these relatively small       

investments keep more PA gas in PA by running pipelines to           

residents and businesses that will use it. Think of the grants as            

seed money to encourage more PA gas staying in PA, generating           

jobs at the same time. Here’s an overview of who received the            

latest PIPE grants, and where they are located: — Bradford:          

Leatherstocking Gas Company, LLC, Wyalusing Gasification, $1       

million; — Lehigh: Lehigh Valley Economic Investment Group,        

Arcadia West Business Park $1 million; — Wyoming: Wyoming         

County Chamber of Commerce, Tunkhannock Natural Gas       

Extension, Phase 2, $1 million. 

 

Cove Point LNG Plant Experiences Short-Lived 

“Flaring Event” (full post) 
 

Last Thursday, March 21st at 9:22 pm, Dominion Energy’s Cove          

Point LNG export facility along the shoreline of Maryland         

experienced a brief “flaring event” due to an issue with “a plant            

monitor.” The flare burned off excess gases and was contained          

and everything worked as it should have. We searched high and           

low for any further news or official announcements about the          

“flaring event” and found nothing, except this brief update from          

LNG World News: "US LNG operator Dominion Energy        

informed that its Cove Point natural gas liquefaction facility had          

a flaring even during last week due to an issue with a plant             

monitor. The flaring occurred within an isolated section of the          

site, within a structure designed to safely combust the gases, in           

compliance with Maryland environmental regulations, the      

company said in a brief social media statement. Plant safety          

systems functioned as designed to ensure safe conditions were         

maintained, Dominion said, adding that the event posed no         

safety risk to the public. The $4 billion Cove Point facility, with a             

nameplate capacity of 5.25 mtpa, began producing LNG in March          

last year with the facility shipping its first commercial cargo the           

following month. The plant became the second US shale gas-fed          

LNG export facility following Cheniere Energy’s startup at Sabine         

Pass in Louisiana. The LNG export facility produces the chilled          

fuel for ST Cove Point, the joint venture of Japan’s Sumitomo           

Corporation and Tokyo Gas, and for India’s GAIL under 20-year          

contracts." 
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National Grid Keeps Promise, No New NYC Gas 

Customers (full post) 
 

Utility giant National Grid has officially begun to caution         

(promise? warn? threaten?) “dozens of midsize companies” in        

New York City now applying to become new natural gas          

customers they may not be able to hook up for natgas–unless           

Williams’ Northeast Supply Enhancement Project (NESE) is       

approved in a *timely* fashion. Promise made, promise kept.         

MDN told you in early February National Grid said that if New            

York State does not approve the NESE project by May 15th, they            

will, as Consolidated Edison has just done in Westchester         

County, impose a no-new-natural gas customers moratorium for        

the New York City area (see National Grid Threatens New Gas           

Customer Moratorium on Long Island). Except National Grid        

isn’t waiting until May 15th to send out warning notices. They’re           

out beginning now. National Grid doesn’t want there to be any           

unpleasant surprises come May. The notices being sent are not          

(yet) announcing a new gas customer moratorium, but the         

notices threaten a moratorium if NESE is not approved by the           

NY Dept. of Environmental Conservation (DEC), a state agency         

corrupted by Andrew Cuomo. The DEC is a rubber stamp for           

Cuomo’s crazy political policies. The DEC previously rejected        

Williams’ Constitution Pipeline which has resulted in no new gas          

customers allowed in Westchester County. It’s easy to predict         

that if DEC pulls another boner by rejecting NESE, a significant           

number of people in the New York metro area will have to learn             

to live without natural gas. National Grid’s customers include         

590,000 customers on Long Island and 1.2 million in New York           

City. This is about no *new* customers being added–existing         

customers should be fine. For now. One of the major projects in            

jeopardy without NESE is a new hockey stadium complex for the           

New York Islanders. National Grid has told Cuomo, no NESE, no           

gas service for the $1 billion stadium complex. Hardball baby. 

 

Delayed Michigan Gas-Fired Plant Close to 

Construction Start (full post) 
 

In October 2016, Indeck Energy announced a plan to build a $1            

billion electric generating plant (powered by natural gas) in         

Niles, Michigan, not far from Chicago. In February 2018, Indeck          

said construction would begin in summer 2018. Never happened.         

However, recent action by Niles City Council gives new         

momentum to the delayed project and means construction likely         

will begin THIS summer–in July or August. Really. Although         

there has been no mention of Marcellus/Utica gas feeding the          

plant, we have little doubt that our gas will be used to power the              

plant. A number of pipelines already do, or soon will, serve that            

region with our gas. The State of Michigan gave its blessing and            

approval for the project over two years ago, in January 2017.           

Niles City Council has just agreed to sell extra acreage to Indeck            

for the project, and “OK’d two other agreements” that make the           

project likely to move forward. 

 

THURSDAY - Mar. 28, 2019 
 

Diversified Pays $400M for HG Energy’s Shale 

Assets in PA, WV (full post) 
 

Diversified Gas & Oil has been on a mission to buy as many             

non-shale (conventional) oil and gas wells as it can in the           

Appalachian Basin. It owns close to 3 million acres of leases with            

some 60,000 (mostly) conventional oil and gas wells. That’s         

changing. Yesterday Diversified announced it has cut a deal to          

buy 107 operating (and 3 non-operating) shale wells in         

Pennsylvania and West Virginia for $400 million. This is a          

departure in strategy for Diversified. Until now, Diversified        

pursued old conventional wells with steady, predictable returns        

that generate income with next-to-nothing in the way of capital          

investment. Diversified was zagging with conventional wells       

while everyone else was zigging with shale wells. Last June          

Diversified Gas & Oil burst on the Marcellus/Utica scene when          

they bought 2.5 million acres of leases with thousands of          

conventional gas (and oil) wells in Appalachia from EQT. The          

sale included nearly 12,000 conventional wells with 200 million         

cubic feet per day of natural gas production and some 6,400           

miles of gathering pipelines. Diversified has continued to grow,         

picking up wells in West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and         

Pennsylvania. They now own some 60,000 wells! Out of which          

23,000 wells are located in PA. Yesterday’s announcement is a          

surprise, sort of. In broad brush strokes, Diversified said they are           

buying 107 functioning shale wells from HG Energy for $400          

million. No word on how much acreage is included. The wells           

currently produce 20,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day (of          

natural gas), which translates to roughly 116 million cubic feet          

per day (MMcf/d). A very healthy flow. Some 56 of the HG wells             

are located in PA, and the other 51 are in WV. Diversified            

mentions there are an additional three wells currently not online          

that they intend to bring online once the deal closes. Is this really             

a departure in strategy for Diversified? Maybe not so much. As in            

the past, Diversified is buying lower-producing wells, relatively        

speaking. In the announcement (which we’ve posted below),        

Diversified says this of the wells they are buying: “Although the           

HG Energy Assets are, in aggregate, relatively mature and         

beyond the high decline initial phase of production, they produce          

significant volumes of gas from relatively few wells, meaning that          

operating costs are significantly lower than the Company’s        

existing portfolio.” In other words, Diversified picked up some         

older shale wells that are past their prime. Shale wells produce           

maybe 60-70% of all the gas they will ever produce in the first             

five years. But an “old” shale well still produces way more gas            

than an old conventional well. Diversified has applied the same          

strategy to the shale world they have used in conventional          

world–buying wells that require little to no money to maintain,          

yet keep chugging along. It’s really a brilliant strategy. These          

people are smart. How will Diversified finance the HG purchase?          

By drawing down their line of credit at KeyBank, and by using            

$225 million they plan to make in a quick sale of new shares of              

stock in the company. In the finance world, a super fast sale (one             

to two days) of new shares of stock is called an “accelerated            

bookbuild.” 

 

Antis Threaten…if FERC Overrides NY re 

Constitution Pipe (full post) 
 

Anti-fossil fuel radicals are making noises, threatening noises,        

about how they may react when and if (as seems likely) the            

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) decides to       

overrule New York State and allow the Williams Constitution         

Pipeline to finally, after five years, get built. We won’t recall the            

entire history of Williams and FERC disagreeing over whether or          

not NY’s action in blocking the Constitution project was illegal.          

You can read that history here. The current situation is that           

following a recent decision by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals,           

FERC decided to reconsider its earlier decision on Constitution.         

The D.C. Circuit ruled in another case that states (like NY)           

cannot keep asking project builders (like Williams) to withdraw         

applications for water crossing permits to “restart the clock”         

ticking (like they did with Constitution). Such applications must         

be ruled on in one year, according to federal law. The court found             

pressuring applicants to withdraw and resubmit applications,       

thereby restarting the clock for an additional one year, violates          

the spirit and letter of the law. NY used that shenanigan against            
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Williams with the Constitution project. FERC is now rethinking,         

in light of the D.C. Circuit case, of whether to overrule NY and             

allow Constitution to move forward. That situation has radicals         

like THE Delaware Riverkeeper and Stop the Pipeline up in          

arms: [However, the head of the Delaware Riverkeeper Network,         

Maya van Rossum, whose organization has intervened in cases         

challenging Constitution, called FERC’s move to reconsider its        

decision a “line in the sand kind of moment,” adding that it’s a             

“bridge too far” that trumps states’ rights and could provide an           

easy path forward for other pipeline projects in the future. “What           

may be too early to say exactly is the how, and all the partners              

that hop on board and what will be the arguments and           

approaches that are used,” she said of the potential response to           

any gains made by Constitution. “But I don’t think it’s too early            

to say that there will be tremendous uprisings in opposition.” If           

FERC were to waive New York’s WQC review, there are still other            

issues to work through. The project needs a new Section 404           

permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and it’s unclear           

how long that review might take. Constitution’s FERC certificate         

also faces a challenge in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second             

Circuit by several environmental groups. Attorney Anne Marie        

Garti represents Stop the Pipeline, formed to oppose        

Constitution. It is one of the groups challenging the certificate.          

She said the organization doesn’t believe the Hoopa Valley         

decision will result in a waiver of New York’s authority. But she            

declined to discuss the strategy if that happens, noting only that           

“you can be sure we would not roll over.” - NGI Daily Gas Price              

Index] What, exactly, does van Rossum mean by “tremendous         

uprisings in opposition”? Is she referring to lawsuits? Or         

something more ominous, like angry mob action? And what does          

Garti mean by “you can be sure we would not roll over” with             

respect to Constitution. Is she saying that she and those opposed           

to the Constitution will refuse to obey the law if FERC decides it’s             

OK to build the pipeline? What does “not roll over” actually           

mean? Please explain. We’ve seen this movie before. Lawless         

people behave in a lawless fashion. They bully. They make          

threats. They intimidate when they lose lawsuits and regulatory         

decisions. We must stand up to this kind of intimidation and           

threats and push back. Hard. Legally, of course–but make no          

mistake, we won’t cower before malcontents. We have the LAW          

on our side, and we (on our side) obey the law. Regardless of             

whether or not we like the outcome. 

 

Driller for Wells at US Steel Plant Gets Earful 

from Residents (full post) 
 

Last night people opposed to drilling a few wells at the U.S. Steel             

Edgar Thomson Plant in a Pittsburgh suburb turned up to          

complain that somehow a noisy, air-polluting steel plant will be          

made even nosier and more polluting by drilling a few shale wells            

on the property. It’s an absurd position to argue, but there you            

go. A privately owned oil and gas company headquartered in New           

Mexico–Merrion Oil & Gas Corp.–has signed a lease with U.S.          

Steel to drill a series of shale wells on the Edgar Thomson Works             

property in Allegheny County. The original plan was to drill one           

Marcellus well to begin with, and after testing, expand that more           

Marcellus wells. However, Merrion is not ruling out deeper wells          

to tap the Utica. According to a recent news account, Merrion has            

filed plans to drill three initial wells. Environmentalist wackos         

and a few neighbors expressed concerns about “impacts” from         

drilling on the roughly 21,000 people who live within a two-mile           

radius of the plant. Again, how can it be any worse than the             

impacts they already experience from living near a steel plant?!          

The PA Dept. of Environmental Protection held a public meeting          

last night at the Braddock Volunteer Fire Department. Of the 40           

people who lined up to make comments on the record, 39 of            

them spoke against the project. Judging by the video we saw, the            

usual amount of snark, innuendo, ignorance and outright lies         

laced their comments. 

 

India Sells Latest Cove Point Marcellus LNG 

Shipment to Belgium (full post) 
 

We spotted a story that says India’s GAIL (formerly known as           

Gas Authority of India Limited) has put yet another one of its            

contracted LNG shipments of Marcellus Shale gas coming from         

Dominion’s Cove Point LNG export facility, up for sale. In fact,           

it’s already sold and on its way to be unloaded at a port in              

Belgium. Between Japan and India, all of the Marcellus LNG          

produced at Cove Point is spoken for (i.e. contracted) for the next            

20 years. However, that does not mean all of that LNG will end             

up in Japan or India. Far from it. GAIL has a deal to buy 2.3               

million tonnes (MT) per year from Cove Point. However, as we           

reported nearly a year ago, in April 2018, perhaps half of that            

volume will never reach India. Both India and Japan often          

swap/sell their LNG cargoes to other countries. Why? Two         

reasons. (1) India and Japan, located in the Far East, can get            

natgas cheaper closer to home because of new sources coming          

from countries like Australia and Qatar. Shipping LNG is not          

cheap. If you can save on the cost of shipping it across the globe,              

why not? So India (in this case) ends up swapping or selling the             

cargo to a country closer to the point of origin. In this case, India              

has sold its latest cargo to someone who wants to take delivery in             

Belgium. (2) You have to have enough regasification operations         

to handle the incoming LNG. In India’s case, they are currently           

running out of capacity to regasify all of the shipments they’re           

contracted to accept. It does no good to have an LNG tanker            

show up on your shoreline and you can’t offload it because you            

can’t regasify it! 

 

It’s Time to Support Williams’ NESE Project in NJ 

– Here’s How (full post) 
 

An important project from Williams, the Northeast Supply        

Enhancement (NESE) which would beef up capacity along the         

Transco pipeline system going into New York City, is now under           

review in New Jersey. Part of the project must pass through NJ            

on its way to NY–and it’s time to sign a petition to the NJ Dept.               

of Environmental Protection (NJDEP). In March 2017, Williams        

filed a full, official application for NESE. The project will increase           

Transco pipeline capacity and flows heading into NYC and other          

northeastern markets. In particular, Williams wants to provide        

more Marcellus natural gas to utility giant National Grid         

beginning with the 2019-2020 heating season. National Grid        

operates in New York City, Rhode Island and Massachusetts.         

Without this project, the NY metro area is royally screwed. There           

are a number of components to NESE, but the key component,           

the heart of the project, is a new 23-mile pipeline from the shore             

of New Jersey into (on the bottom of) the Raritan Bay–running           

parallel to the existing Transco pipeline–before connecting to the         

Transco offshore. This week is the last opportunity to support          

this critical project as it reaches the final stretch of the permitting            

process. NJDEP is accepting public comments regarding water        

quality permits, and Williams needs YOUR help to send a strong           

message of continued support for the project. Please sign the          

support petition that will be sent to the NJDEP before the public            

comment period ends on April 2. 
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FRIDAY - Mar. 29, 2019 
 

South Korean Company Invests $300M in Blue 

Racer Midstream (full post) 
 

SK Holdings is one of the largest conglomerates in South Korea,           

and the 57th largest company in the world. Bet you didn’t know            

that! SK is composed of 95 subsidiary companies with 70,000          

employees and has its fingers in many pies, including         

telecommunications, manufacturing and chemicals. One of SK’s       

core businesses is energy. Yesterday the company made a major          

investment in energy by investing in Blue Racer Midstream, a          

gathering and processing system with 700 miles of pipelines in          

Ohio and West Virginia, the heart of the Marcellus/Utica. When          

we say “major investment,” we mean SK invested either $300          

million, or $150 million. We’re not sure which! Late last year           

investment firm First Reserve bought out Dominion Energy’s        

50% share in Blue Racer for $1.5 billion. On Tuesday, First           

Reserve issued the following press release that says SK is          

investing $300 million in Blue Racer. Fair enough, no reason not           

to believe First Reserve that SK will pony up $300 million.           

Except we noticed a number of articles published in Korea that           

say SK actually invested $150 million, and two other companies          

matched it and invested another $150 million. As near as we can            

tell, Mirae Asset Daewoo Securities and Samsung Securities are         

not subsidiary companies of SK Holdings. If they are, that          

explains First Reserve’s press release saying SK is investing $300          

million. If they are not, First Reserve’s press release is in error.            

Or perhaps SK and these other two companies are in some sort of             

joint venture? We just don’t know. The bottom line, big news is            

that South Korea has an interest in Marcellus/Utica midstream         

infrastructure, buying a piece of it from First Reserve. Perhaps          

some of that money will actually go for expansion work? That           

would be nice! 

 

Insanity Wins in Bristol, VT – Town Cancels Local 

NatGas Pipe (full post) 
 

There’s no polite way to say this: The people of Bristol, Vermont            

are STUPID. The Bristol Selectboard, citing a pending lawsuit by          

rabid anti-fossil fuel nuts, recently voted to end a license          

agreement with Vermont Gas granting the utility permission to         

build distribution pipelines along town roads. Now the town is          

doomed. It took Vermont Gas Systems three years to build a           

41-mile, $165 million natural gas transmission pipeline from        

Colchester to Middlebury. The pipeline went into service in April          

2018. Vermont Gas then went to work to complete several local           

distribution spurs–short, small pipelines to deliver the gas to         

homes and businesses. One of those spurs goes to Bristol. A           

handful of Bristol residents sued the town board last August for           

approving the local distribution pipeline without first holding a         

townwide vote. When you read the objections of those against the           

project, they don’t talk about exploding pipelines and safety         

issues, or running pipelines through pristine areas. How can they          

object on that basis? There are literally tens of thousands (maybe           

hundreds of thousands) of miles of this very same kind of           

pipeline in every major and most minor cities and towns across           

the country. When you read the comments of those in Bristol           

objecting to a few miles of local distribution pipeline, they talk           

about natural gas as “a big, dirty fossil fuel” and fracking as an             

abject evil, contaminating water, filled with chemicals, yada yada         

yada. In other words, they are clinically insane. They irrationally          

hate fossil fuels, even though their very lives and existence          

depend on those fossil fuels every minute of every day. We’ve run            

out of words to describe such lunacy. We just call them STUPID.            

Because that’s what they are. 

Massachusetts Still Trying to Block 2.1 Miles of 

Local Gas Pipe (full post) 
 

There must be something in the water in New England. Today we            

told you about mass insanity in Bristol, Vermont, and now a           

story about a small community in nearby Massachusetts that         

wants to block 2.1 miles of new looping pipeline (buried next to            

an existing pipeline) in Longmeadow, Mass. All because local         

fruit loops want to ban new “fossil fuel” infrastructure. Lunacy is           

breaking out everywhere in New England! Columbia Gas of         

Massachusetts (i.e. NiSource) and Holyoke Gas and Electric have         

requested more natural gas from Tennessee Gas Pipeline (TGP).         

They need it, desperately. Kinder Morgan’s solution is to expand          

the delivery capability of the pipeline in the region by adding a            

minuscule 2.1 miles of new looping pipeline (buried next to an           

existing TGP pipe), upgrading a compressor station, and building         

a new connection, called a delivery gate. It’s a minimal project,           

and yet last August Massachusetts ruled Kinder will have to          

conduct a months (years?) long, full-blown environmental       

impact statement before they can do the work. Opposition to the           

project is not about true environmental concerns–stuff like        

moving dirt or air quality. It’s about an irrational,         

totally-out-of-control hatred of fossil fuels. Collective insanity       

that runs rampant in Massachusetts. 

 

Philly Council Delays Vote on LNG Export Plant, 

Loonies Protest (full post) 
 

Earlier this month MDN told you that a plan to build a $60             

million Marcellus LNG export facility on property owned by         

Philadelphia Gas Works was just one vote away from becoming          

reality. The final vote needed is by Philadelphia City Council. It           

was supposed to happen yesterday, but instead was delayed. A          

handful (maybe five) of what appears to be paid protesters          

showed up with big signs blathering on about the New Green           

Deal and the evils of fossil fuels. Look at the following picture            

and tell us what you see. We see people who don’t even want to              

be there–obviously paid to be there–holding up signs made with          

fossil fuels. Again, how do you counter clinical insanity? This          

business of “we have 11 years to transition to stop climate change            

and transition to renewable energy” or we’ll all be dead, is           

nothing more than sheer asininity. It’s below and beyond stupid.          

The real death sentence for Philly residents would be to get rid of             

fossil fuels–a sure prescription for plunging them back into the          

Dark Age, living short, brutish lives. As we’ve said in other posts,            

we don’t much care for the company (run by a former Enron            

exec) that will build the LNG export facility. But we do think it’s a              

necessary and good project, a new way to sell more PA Marcellus            

gas. Let’s hope Philly Council gets its act together and votes to            

approve this project at the next meeting. 

 

Washington County, PA Got $560M of Shale 

Investment in ’18 (full post) 
 

Washington County, PA (southwestern part of the state) brought         

in $560 million in new investment, along with 725 new jobs, in            

2018. The vast majority of that new investment is tied directly or            

indirectly to the Marcellus Shale industry. The Washington        

County Chamber of Commerce and Washington County       

Commissioners held their annual economic development      

conference yesterday. Little known fact: Washington County is        

the #2 natural gas producing county in PA. (Susquehanna         

County in northeast PA is #1.) The Marcellus industry is          

everywhere you look in Washington–drilling, pipelines,      

processing plants. It’s all there. Washington, a southwestern        

suburb of Pittsburgh, really is in the catbird seat. Plenty of room            

for businesses related to shale, and plenty of room for new           
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housing/residential growth as a bedroom community for       

Pittsburgh. 

 

Will Puerto Rico’s Clean Energy Law Affect 

Marcellus LNG Imports? (full post) 
 

Does one government hand know what the other is doing in           

Puerto Rico? More to the point, is there a brain instructing either            

hand what to do? That’s the question we had as we read the             

legislature of PR has just passed an idiotic law requiring all           

electricity generation on the island to come from so-called         

renewables by 2050. Yet, the Puerto Rico Electric Power         

Authority (PREPA), another branch of the government, recently        

signed a 20-year deal with New Fortress Energy to provide          

Marcellus LNG for two of its electric generating plants in San           

Juan. Sure, the contract just signed will run out by 2040, and the             

legislature is saying all electricity must come from intermittent         

and unreliable sources like wind and solar by 2050, so hey,           

what’s the big deal? They’ve got a 10-year cushion, right? There           

are milestones along the way that must be met too: 20% of            

electricity must come from “renewables” by 2022, and 40% by          

2025. Not much of a cushion after all. The question we have is             

this: What happens when a business, like New Fortress (which          

will use Marcellus gas for it’s exports to PR), is all of a sudden              

overruled by government fiat and edict, and disallowed to         

conduct their business? We’ve seen this sort of thing happen in           

places like Venezuela where entire industries are nationalized, or         

outlawed. But PR is not Venezuela–it’s a U.S. protectorate! It’s          

supposed to operate under the U.S. system of laws. We’re not too            

worried for New Fortress–yet. We don’t expect the PR law will           

actually survive. Similar laws have been passed in places like          

kooky New York and wacky California. By the time 2040 or 2050            

rolls around when most of these laws take full effect, reality will            

have set in and there’s no way in Hades 100% of electricity will             

come from “renewable” sources–unless these states conveniently       

rename natural gas to be a “renewable.” 

 

Is Wind & Solar Really “Clean” Energy? (Video) 

(full post) 
 

When you hear the term “Clean Energy” what do you think it            

means? Almost everyone would agree the term means wind and          

solar power. But that’s a premise that is ripe for questioning.           

When you start to look at the bigger picture, the illusion of            

“clean” wind turbines and solar panels quickly goes SPLAT! The          

brilliant minds at Clear Energy Alliance has just released another          

must-see video (less than 5 minutes long). They pick apart the           

notion that “renewables” are somehow “clean” while fossil fuels         

are “dirty.” The truth is different from the mass public          

brainwashing you’ve received. Buckle up and prepare to use your          

brain for the next few minutes. Watch it here. 
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